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1 Who we are
Mike Lambert - Director (Head of Planning) - Countryside
Jo Clark - Associate Director (Planning) - Countryside
Jonathan Gimblett - Associate Director (Development) - Countryside

Wickhurst Green, Horsham
Horsted Park, Kent

Beaulieu, Chelmsford
Novo, Cambridge

Countryside is a leading UK home builder specialising in placemaking and
urban regeneration. Our developments are places of character and quality
designed to strengthen people’s sense of belonging through the creation of
new homes and neighbourhoods of lasting quality. We have delivered awardwinning new developments on strategic sites for over 30 years, from Great
Notley Garden Village in Braintree to Great Kneighton in Cambridge.

Briefing Note
Bourn Airfield Sustainability
Great Kneighton, Cambridge
Spatial Masterplanning Input
October 2015
Purpose of this note
Turley Sustainability has completed an initial review of current sustainability policy and the draft
Masterplan for Bourn Airfield. In response to the emerging policy aspiration for Bourn Airfield to deliver an
“example of excellence in sustainable development and healthier living” a number of items are presented
below to inform the developing masterplan. This note has also been updated following the masterplanning
th

workshop of the 29 of October and specifically addresses a number of questions posed by Rummey
Design. Where relevant, experience obtained from the Northstowe New Town application has been
applied. Additional actions resulting from the meeting are identified and will be progressed separately with
the design team.
This note is principally concerned with issues that could affect or be influenced by spatial masterplanning
and a separate detailed sustainability strategy note is being prepared in relation to recommendations
regarding technical housing and sustainability standards and commitments for the application. Feedback

Our team

from this and the forthcoming energy strategy will inform the continued evolution of the masterplan and
application strategy.
Climate Change Projections for the East of England.
For a development of this nature it is appropriate to consider the potential impacts of climate change upon

Robert Rummey and David Orr - Rummey Design - masterplanning, urban and landscape design
Ian Mitchell - Mayer Brown - transport
Colin Morrison - Turleys - sustainability

the region in order to build resilience into the masterplan for the benefit of future residents. Based on data
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from the Met office the current baseline conditions with respect to average temperatures and rainfall are;
0

0

•

An average winter temperature of 6 – 8 C

•

An average summer temperature of 20 – 23 C

•

Average rainfall that is lower than the national average compared to the rest of the UK.

0

0

2

For the East of England the climate change predictions by 2050 based on the medium emissions
scenario are:

1

http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/regional-climates/ee

2

http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21679

Project No.: BCOU109 / 002 / 001
August 2014
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COUNTRYSIDE PROPERTIES
BOURN AIRFIELD
SOUTH CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Bourn Airfield, Bourn,
South Cambridgeshire

Our vision
“urban convenience with a rural sensibility”

a landscape-led development
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... our aspirations for the scheme align with the
Cambridge Quality Charter key principles ...

Our aim is to create a vibrant new settlement,
complementing Cambridge, maximising the opportunity
to live, work and play in a place of outstanding
landscape and design quality ..

the residential environment, education, workspace,

... a new village with its own identity, learning the
lessons of history and its landscape ...

community buildings, and the natural world, all connected ...
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Community

Connectivity
Climate
Character

Collegiate secondary school
Through primary school
Independent and green primary school

Village outdoor green and paved social spaces with good
lighting and seating in parks and social spaces

Strategically connected to the sub-region by sustainable
transport modes.

Collaboration

Fabric first low energy construction and low energy use
buildings.
Well connected to neighbouring Cambourne and Caldecote
by quality pedestrian and cycle routes.

Responding to the local Cambridgeshire Claylands
landscape.

Working with local people to undertsand the issues,
connections, facilities, etc to make the most of opportunities.

Playing space and sports fields

A settlement form reflecting the historic development pattern
of tertiary clay ridge top communities.

Hierarchy of streets and lanes making connections clearly
legible for all users.
Sustainable drainage systems might allow systemised collection
and re-use of roof runoff.

Being transparent in the way design and management
of the development is shared with communities and
neighbours
Citydeal fast bus to Cambridge City and Cambourne

Colours and materials that belong in this place

Youth linked cycle hub and hacker space - capturing both
creativity and skill training in a leisure environment.
Community spaces spread across site.
Local bus connections
Communal energy farming for schools, community buildings and
facilities.

Responding to the spirit of the WW2 aerodrome.
Sharing ideas with young people who will see this place
develop around them.

Work barns with modern, light, well serviced and connected
flexible spaces

High quality cycle network with on-street lanes, mini Holland
junctions, smooth off street leisure paths – designed for all
abilities with toucan crossings where busy roads are crossed.

Shading street trees to reduce heat impacts.
Developing townscape that reflects the east of Cambridge
village form – greens and peripheral houses set back from
watercourses and streams.

Productive landscapes; community orchards, apiaries and
composting points.

Recreational walking, cycling and equestrian trails linked
to country park and wetlands, to rural path network and
treasured local routes.

Rainwater harvesting to capture and recycle surface water.

Community service front desks integrated with non institutional
service centres
Flexible multifunctional shed for business, arts and performance
space

Maintaining the vision with strong masterplan, developer
selection and quality control, working with local
authorities and stakeholders

Every street connects to two other streets. The connected street
network really works.

A mix of house types and tenures with social and affordable
housing pepper potted and indistinguishable from open
market housing.
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2 Context
Cambridge sub-regional
connections

N

Grange Farm
(listed building)

Cambourne

N

The original villages were in the
fertile Bourn Valley. Historically,
the settlements spread to the
ridgetop as farming methods and
water distribution improved to
create ‘daughter’ settlements.

A428
Cambourne
Business Park

Broadway

+

high

gentle fall

Runway 36

Bucket Hill
Plantation

+

site area
250 ha
approx

high

Highfields
Caldecote
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Planning policy position (policy SS/6)
The submitted South Cambridgeshire Local Plan proposes the development
of a new village of approximately 3,500 dwellings at Bourn Airfield. As
part of the new village, the proposed policy requires the Bourn Airfield
development to:

•

maintain the rural character and separation of Cambourne,
Caldecote, Highfields and Bourn

•

include employment development within class B1 incorporating the
existing ThyssenKrupp employment site

•

include community services and facilities, including health, primary
school and second school education

•

deliver a high quality landscaped setting around the boundary of the
settlement through strategic landscaping

•

ensure the retention of existing woods, hedges and water features
which would contribute to the character and separation of the village

•

include a segregated bus link from Cambourne to Bourn Airfield
through the development to the junction of St Neots Road/Highfields
Road

•

provide at least two separate vehicular access points to the northwest and north-east of the site

•

ensure no direct vehicular access onto the Broadway (except for

non-coalescence
Bucket Hill
plantation

buses & bicycles)
South C
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avoiding coalescence to Cambourne, the Broadway and Highfields
landscape structure to edges
A428

100m
45m

52m

185

100ha
•

a 100m width to the A428

•

45m/50m minimum width to Broadway and Highfields
Caldecote

•

10-30m to the southern windbreak incorporating existing
linear woodland plantations

390m

30m

Cambourne Development Framework
(S/7) area

280m

Highfields Caldecote
Development Framework (S/7)
area

This strong landscape structure will avoid coalescence, but it will
also be a valuable resource for biodiversity and leisure. It will
contain wetlands, woodland paths, exercise trails and small scale
meadows. It will help to define Bourn Airfield as an attractive place.

The avoidance of coalescence is a key driver for a masterplan. Structural landscape in the form of
woodlands, open spaces and water are required and will inform development character.
11

Brand identity
manual
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Functional relationships with Cambourne and nearby villages
West Cambourne
Existing
Public Rights of Way
Public Rights of Way
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Site

38/
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38/3
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Bourn Mill
38

Primary School

m

3k

Secondary School
Local Shops
Post Office
Health centre/surgery
Place of Worship
Community Centre

Bourn

Recreation Ground

26/

22

Toft

Leisure Centre
pub/club

Local facilities are clustered and countryside paths provide hinterland connections
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3 Community

Village Centre location - the heart of the new community ...

1

2

• the site would be developed from the north

• main street provides the strategic link running
east west, bending south to maximise site
coverage, including largest population
proportion

3

• main centres established around cross roads
providing critical mass to support services at
earliest point of development

4
more space for school

100m landscape edge

additional east west green
structure

Optioneering: July 2014 onwards

Throughout the design process
we have investigated the
pros and cons of a range of
options for locating the centre.

• the centres cluster together employment,
schools, community and mixed use
• enabling complementary linkages between
Bourn facilities and those at Cambourne

• centre locations work together with higher
densities to reinforce community nodes
• village centre located towards the west reduces
goods vehicle travel distance and with Runway
36 creates a powerful ‘place’ in the development
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Potential Village Centre facilities
•
•
•
•

Runway Corridor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

foodstore (as a key anchor)
other retail spaces
GP surgery / Medical centre
retirement and assisted living care
home
Post Office
bank
pharmacy
restaurants and cafés
gym
community hall
hairdressers
crèche/ pre-school
library
place of worship
cultural/arts facilities

Should the Village Centre be in the form of a traditional 2-sided High Street? Or a key space, appropriately proportioned,
with a tight matrix of small-scaled streets as a hinterland? Cambridge Market Square provides food for thought.

Cambridge Market Square is of
a similar scale to the proposed
village centre square

scale of space proposed ....
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The Rural Hub

Lower density edge

6	
  

4	
  

There is a tradition in
Cambridgeshire of village
houses looking onto green
space, sometimes with
water. This is low density,
but provides a model for
the Rural Hub.

Workhubs

rural hub

key

pace
green s

Employment

Elsworth, an intersection village, 3
miles from the site.

Schools
Mixed-use

centres provide good walking catchment across site

Northstowe primary school, as
part of the street scene

natural play space

en s

pac

e

work barns with
social spaces

gre

The Rural Hub provides:
• social/education/work facilities in a green
setting
• an alternative to the centre
• integrated bus stops, cycle/footpaths
• education/community/workspace
• water and greenways
within 400 metres of 700-800 houses.

The Greenway encourages
access on foot and cycle and
brings a rural character to the
heart of the heart of the Hub ...

150 houses within 200m
600 houses within 400m
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